Afghanistani Currency

The afghani is the currency of Afghanistan.

October 2008 Exchange Rate:
1 Afghanistan Afghani (AFA) = 0.01971 USD
1 USD = 50.74 AFA

One Afghani

The mosque at Mazar-I-Sharif is depicted on the front of the afghani banknote.

Five Afghanis

The illustration on five afghanis banknote features the Fortress ruins at Kabul.
**Ten Afghanis**

A mosque is shown on the back of the ten afghanis banknote, while the front exhibits the Victory Arch near Kabul.

---

**Twenty Afghanis**

On the back of the twenty afghanis banknote there is a tomb, while the front celebrates the Arg-e Shahi King’s Palace.
Fifty Afghanis
Displayed on the front of the fifty afghanis banknote is the Salang Pass in the mountains. The reverse side features a mosque.

One Hundred Afghanis
A mosque is shown on the back of the one hundred afghanis banknote and the front of the banknote boasts the arch at Qila-e Bost.